Melbourne Music Analysis Summer School
21–25 November 2016

HANDBOOK

Welcome
Welcome to the second Melbourne Music Analysis Summer School. If you are a returning
student then welcome back! I hope you will find this year’s program as stimulating as the
last. If this is your first time, then welcome to the MMASS community and what promises
to be a rewarding week of music inquiry. MMASS is made possible thanks to your
participation and the generous in-kind support of Medley Hall, Sydney University, Yale
University, Catherine Falk, as well as the support of Dr Michael Hannan who after
generously supporting MMASS last year has helped fund this year’s Michael Hannan
Address. Over the next week we will hear from some of the finest music analysts from
Australia and around the world. We will cover several years’ worth of material in one
week, so please don’t be disappointed if you sometimes find yourself in the deep end.
MMASS is a rare opportunity for scholars, performers, teachers, and music fans to not
only review the rudiments of analysis, but to see how they build into dynamic, fullyfledged studies. Hold on to your handbook as it holds invaluable references that I hope
you will refer to for many years to come. Most importantly, I hope you will be inspired by
this year’s fantastic program!

Sincerely,

Matthew Lorenzon
MMASS Director
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Medley Hall
All events will take place at Medley Hall in the sprawling nineteenth-century mcmansion
named Benvenuta. MMASS joins an esteemed list of organisations who have called
Benvenuta home including a small arms dealer, the Commonwealth Arbitration Court
Offices, a shady vigneron, and an Italian club with a boxing ring.
Lectures will take place in the Music Room, which can be found on the ground floor
directly to the right of the main entrance.
Medley Hall
48 Drummond St
Carlton
VIC 3053

Getting to Medley Hall
Melbourne’s public transport journey planner can be found at: http://ptv.vic.gov.au/
Medley Hall is close to Swanston St, the central street of the inner city. Catch any of the
many trams going to “Melbourne University” and alight at stop 4 on the corner of
Queensberry St and Swanston St. Walk east down Queensberry St and turn right at
Drummond St.
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From the airport
The 20-minute Skybus is the cheapest and most frequent form of transportation into the
city from Tullamarine Airport at a stinging $18. The Skybus deposits you at Southern Cross
Station from where you can take any tram up Bourke St or Collins St to Swanston St.

Registration
Come and say hi in the hallway of Benvenuta from 8:30am on Monday 21 November.
We’ll give you a badge, which must be kept with you to gain entry into the building.

Can’t get in?
The front doors will be locked from 10am and unlocked shortly before classes
recommence after lunch. If you find the doors are locked, first try knocking. If nobody
hears you, call Matthew on
0403 249 417
There is an intercom to the central office which may be used as a last resort.

Dropbox
Scores and readings for the courses can be downloaded through the following Dropbox link.
Lecture notes and slides will be added as they become available.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ry0l39oxzpewfcu/AAAF1OYlMEcx1ITTjPjhNX7Za?dl=0
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Food and Amenities
On the next page you will find a map of the quarter surrounding Medley Hall with some
convenient stores and restaurants marked out. This map can be accessed online at:
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=zooqWjlRDUe0.kfatU62RBj5g&usp=sharing
Coffee
Assembly: 60/62 Pelham St, Carlton. Filter coffee not enough? Good espresso is just
around the corner at Assembly.
Market Lane: 176 Faraday St, Carlton. A bit more of a trek, but easily the best coffee in
Melbourne.
Lunch
Last year at lunch many people picked up sandwiches from Coffee on Drummond, which is
just next to the radiology clinic (mmm) up the street from Medley Hall.
You can also try any place on Lygon St. We suggest:
ILoveIstanbul: 95 Lygon St, Carlton VIC. Not bad for a quick borek.
Sonido: 69 Gertrude St, Fitzroy VIC. The restaurant of choice for Medley tutor Alex.
Delicious Colombian arepas plus you get to walk through the Exhibition Gardens.
Tank Fish and Chips: 149-151 Lygon St, Carlton. Fish and chips taken more seriously than is
appropriate.
Ying Thai 2: 110 Lygon St, Carlton. The student sensation.
After School
Heart Attack and Vine: 329 Lygon St, Carlton. Relax after class with an aperitivo and some
Italian cicchetti (finger food).
Dinner
Kaprica: 19 Lincoln Square S, Carlton. The scene for our summer school dinner. If you
haven’t registered it is still worth getting some fellow music analysts together and paying
a visit!
Supermarkets
IGA X-Press: 103/107 Lygon St, Carlton.
Woolworths: Lygon Court, 368-380 Lygon Street, Carlton.
Chemist
Demarte’s Amcal Chemist: Lygon Court, 368-380 Lygon Street, Carlton.
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Richard Cohn: Chromatic Harmony
Short Course in 19th-Century Harmony, with special focus on Parsifal
Melbourne Music Analysis Summer School, November 2016

Richard Cohn,
Battell Professor Music Theory, Yale University

Preparation instructions
Tonal harmony is characteristically taught with principal reference to 18th-century music,
where it is almost always appropriate to understand triads and seventh chords as rooted
on some degree of a diatonic scale, and oriented toward some well- determined tonic.
Composers and listeners of the 19th century are deeply saturated in 18th-century syntax,
and many aspects of their music can be understood using 18th-century diatonic models.
But some of the most captivating and charismatic compositions, extended passages, or
individual moments of 19th-century music occur when familiar harmonies become
unmoored from their diatonic environment, and from the tonics that those environments
signify. The primary purpose of this short course is to acquire resources for developing
analytical interpretations of tonally indeterminate Romantic harmonic progressions.
Those resources involve new ways of conceiving, naming, and categorizing harmonies and
harmonic relations; new geometric spaces on which to map extended harmonic
progressions; and ways of reconciling these new conceptions with the more familiar ones
inherited from the 18th century.
Most harmony courses appropriately draw their examples from a broad variety of
repertory. A special feature of this short course is that these harmonic syntaxes will be
explored with respect to parts of one single composition, Parsifal. Completed in the early
1880's, the opera presents an encyclopedic resource for investigating everything that is
characteristic about 19th-century harmony, at the same time as knowledge of chromatic
harmony serves as a resource for pushing more deeply into the bottomless pool of
Wagner's last opera. My primary aim is to offer resources for exploring many passages of
music from Beethoven and Schubert forward; but my secondary aim is to provide a way
into a composition that has fascinated and mystifed.
GENERAL PREPARATION. If you don't own a score of Parsifal, purchase or borrow one.
Piano/Vocal Score is fine.
Go to the following Internet site http://www.monsalvat.no and read the synopsis and
libretto to Parsifal. The best way to do this is to read the libretto aloud in German, if you
know that language. Next best is to do the same in English.
Unless you already well acquainted with Parsifal, watch a video of the entire opera.
Read my "Introduction to Neo-Riemannian Analysis, Melbourne version," which is
circulating with this document.
Read my "Hexatonic Poles in Parsifal," a 2007 article from Opera Quarterly; the pdf is also
1

circulating.SPECIFIC PREPARATION FOR FIRST MEETING. Study the enclosed P/V score of
the prelude to act 1. Measures are numbered. I will lecture on
• the four presentations of the communion theme, in bars 1 - 38. How would you
describe the relationship between the final two presentations and the first two?
• the Faith proclamation, bars 44 through 54. Which of the first two chords is the local
tonic? How would you describe the relationship between the three segments of
the proclamation? Why does Wagner convert from flats to sharps and then back to
flats again?
OPTIONAL EXTRA PREPARATION. Here are some analytical writings on Parsifal, relevant to
the material of the course.

Bibliography
Morgan, Robert P. "Dissonant Prolongation: Theoretical and Compositional Precedents."
Journal of Music Theory 20.1 (1976): 49-91.
Lewin, David. "Amfortas's Prayer to Titurel and the Role of D in" Parsifal": The Tonal
Spaces of the Drama and the Enharmonic C♭/B." Nineteenth- Century Music (1984):
336-349.
McCreless, Patrick. "Motive and Magic: A Referential Dyad in'Parsifal'." Music Analysis 9.3
(1990): 227-265.
Lewin, David. "Some Notes on Analyzing Wagner:" The Ring" and" Parsifal"." NineteenthCentury Music (1992): 49-58.
Cohn, Richard. "Tonal pitch space and the (Neo-) Riemannian Tonnetz." in Edward Gollin
and Alexander Rehding, ed., The Oxford Handbook of neo- Riemannian Music
Theories (2011).
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David Larkin: General Deformation
Introduction
In the last few decades, there has been a revival of serious analytical engagement with
structural archetypes such as sonata form. Sonata Theory, the work of James Hepokoski
and Warren Darcy, has been at the forefront of what has been called the ‘new
Formenlehre’ movement. As they conceive sonata form, it is a set of norms and more-orless frequently encountered default procedures derived from a body of influential late
eighteenth-century works; individual compositions are seen to be engaged in dialogue
with this past repertory (and eventually, with theoretical models of the form).
One of the more stimulating, and at the same time, more controversial ideas associated
with Sonata Theory is sonata deformation. Both the name and the associated concept
have been subjected to critique, but it has quickly gained popularity as a way of studying
works which engage with some aspects of sonata form but which in other respects diverge
markedly from normative procedures.
Over the course of the five lectures on this topic I explore sonata deformation as a
theoretical concept and as a practical tool for helping the analyst to engage meaningfully
with a range of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century works. The theories of Hepokoski
and Darcy will be contextualised by considering the responses to and applications of their
ideas by theorists and analysts such as Julian Horton, Paul Wingfield, Steven Vande
Moortele and Seth Monahan.
Preparation
Read: Hepokoski, James & Warren Darcy. Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types and
Deformations in the Late-Eighteenth-Century Sonata. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2006
Chapter 2: ‘Sonata Form as a Whole: Foundational Considerations’: 14-22
Hepokoski, James. Sibelius: Symphony no. 5. Cambridge Music Handbooks. Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 1993 Introduction: 1-9
Works to be explored include:
Wagner, Overture to Der fliegende Holländer (1843)
Liszt, Piano Concerto no. 1 in Eb (1856)
Mahler, Symphony no. 1 in D, fourth movement (1889)
Strauss, Tod und Verklärung (1889)
Sibelius, Symphony no. 7 in C, Op. 105 (1924)
The two short assigned readings are designed to give participants the opportunity to
familiarise themselves with the terminology used by Hepokoski and Darcy to describe a
paradigmatic sonata, and to learn about some of the major types of structural
deformation. The works chosen are all substantial in length, and so to get the most from
these classes it would be advisable to have listened to these in advance, and to have given
consideration to how they might (and might not) fit with different aspects of sonata form.
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Bibliography
Adorno, Theodor W. ‘On the Problem of Musical Analysis’, trans. Max Paddison. Music
Analysis Vol. 1/2 (July 1982): 169-187
Bonds, Mark Evan. Wordless Rhetoric: Musical form and the metaphor of the oration.
Cambridge MA: Harvard UP, 1991
______. ‘The Spatial Representation of Musical Form’. The Journal of Musicology Vol. 27/3
(2010): 265-303
Buhler, James. ‘ “Breakthrough” as Critique of Form: The Finale of Mahler’s First
Symphony’. 19th-Century Music Vol. 20/2 (Autumn 1996): 125-143
Burnham, Scott. Aesthetics, theory and history in the works of Adolf Bernhard Marx. PhD
diss.: Brandeis University, 1988
______. ‘The Role of Sonata Form in A. B. Marx’s Theory of Form’. Journal of Music Theory
Vol. 33 (1989): 247–71
______. ‘Form’. In The Cambridge History of Western Music Theory, ed. Thomas
Christensen, 880-906. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2002
Caplin, William. Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions in the Instrumental Music of
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1998
Caplin, William E., James Hepokoski & James Webster. Musical Form, Forms and
Formenlehre: Three Methodological Reflections, ed. Pieter Bergé. Leuven: Leuven
UP, 2009
Darcy, Warren. ‘Bruckner’s sonata deformations’. In Bruckner Studies, ed. Timothy L.
Jackson & Paul Hawkshaw, 256-277. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1997
______. ‘Rotational form, Teleological Genesis, and Fantasy-Projection in the Slow
Movement of Mahler’s Sixth Symphony.’ 19th-Century Music Vol. 25/1 (Summer
2001): 49-74
Grey, Thomas S. ‘Wagner, the Overture and the Aesthetics of Musical Form’. 19th-Century
Music Vol. 12/1 (Summer 1988): 3-22
Harper-Scott, J. P. E. ‘Elgar’s Invention of the Human: Falstaff, Op. 68. 19th-Century Music
Vol. 28/3 (2005): 230-253
Hepokoski, James. ‘Fiery-pulsed libertine or domestic hero? Strauss’s Don Juan
reinvestigated.’ In Richard Strauss: New Perspectives on the Composer and His
Music, ed. Bryan Gilliam, 135-176. Durham: Duke UP, 1992
______. Sibelius: Symphony no. 5. Cambridge Music Handbooks. Cambridge: Cambridge
UP, 1993
______. ‘Sibelius’. In The Nineteenth-Century symphony, ed. D Kern Holoman, 417-449.
New York, Schirmer, 1997
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______. ‘Back and forth from Egmont: Beethoven, Mozart and the Nonresolving
Recapitulation’. 19th-Century Music Vol. 24/2-3 (Fall/Spring 2001-02): 127-154
______. ‘Beyond the Sonata Principle’. Journal of the American Musicological Society Vol.
55/1 (Spring 2002): 91-154
______. ‘Framing Till Eulenspiegel.’ 19th-Century Music Vol. 30/1 (2006): 4-43
Hepokoski, James & Warren Darcy. ‘The Medial caesura and Its Role in the EighteenthCentury Sonata Exposition’. Music Theory Spectrum Vol. 19 (1997): 115-54
______. Elements of Sonata Theory: Norms, Types and Deformations in the LateEighteenth-Century Sonata. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2006
Horton, Julian. Bruckner’s Symphonies: analysis, reception and cultural politics.
Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2004
______. ‘Bruckner’s Symphonies and Sonata Deformation Theory’. Journal of the Society
of Musicology in Ireland Vol. 1(2005): 5-17
______. ‘John Field and the alternative history of concerto first-movement form’. Music
and Letters Vol. 92/1 (2011): 43-83
Horton, Julian & Wingfield, Paul. ‘Between Tradition and Innovation: Norm and
Deformation in Mendelssohn’s Sonata Forms’. In Mendelssohn Perspectives, ed.
Nicole Grimes & Angela Mace, 83-112. Farnham: Ashgate, 2012
Jackson, Timothy L. Tchaikovsky: Symphony no. 6 (Pathétique). Cambridge: Cambridge UP,
1999
Jackson, Timothy L. ‘Observations on crystallization and entropy in the music of Sibelius
and other composers’. In Sibelius Studies, ed. Timothy L. Jackson & Veijo
Murtomäki, 175-273. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2001
Kaplan, Richard. ‘Sonata Form in the Orchestral Works of Franz Liszt: The Revolutionary
Reconsidered’. 19th-Century Music Vol. 8/2 (Autumn 1984): 142-152
Marston, Nicholas. Schumann: Fantasie, Op. 17. Cambridge Music Handbooks. Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 1992
Marx, Adolf Bernhard. Musical Form in the Age of Beethoven: Selected Writings on Theory
and Method ed. & trans. Scott Burnham. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1997
Monahan, Seth. ‘Success and Failure in Mahler’s Sonata Forms.’ Music Theory Spectrum
Vol. 33/1 (Spring 2011): 37-58
______. ‘ “Inescapable” Coherence and the Failure of the Novel-Symphony in the Finale of
Mahler’s Sixth.’ 19th-Century Music Vol. 31/1 (Summer 2007): 53-95
______. Mahler’s Symphonic Sonatas. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2015
Murtomäki, Veijo. ‘ “Symphonic Fantasy”: A Synthesis of Symphonic Thinking in Sibelius’s
Seventh Symphony and Tapiola’. In The Sibelius Companion, ed. Glenda Dawn Goss,
147-163. Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1996
Ratner, Leonard. Classic music: expression, form, and style. New York: Schirmer, 1980
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______. ‘Harmonic Aspects of Classic Form’. Journal of the American Musicological Society
Vol. 2/3 (Autumn1949): 159-168
Riley, Matthew. ‘Sonata Principles’. Music and Letters Vol. 89/4 (2008): 590-598
Rosen, Charles. Sonata Forms. Rev ed. New York: Norton, 1988
Schmalfeldt, Janet. In the Process of Becoming: Analytical and Philosophical Perspectives
on Form in Early Nineteenth-Century Music. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2011
Taruskin, Richard. ‘Review: Speed Bumps’. 19th-Century Music Vol. 29/2 (2005): 185-207
Vande Moortele, Steven. ‘Form, Program, and Deformation in Liszt’s Hamlet. Dutch
Journal of Music Theory Vol. 11 (2006): 71-82
______. ‘Beyond Sonata Deformation: Liszt’s Symphonic Poem Tasso and the Concept of
Two-Dimensional Sonata Form’. Current Musicology No. 86 (Fall 2008): 41-62
______. Two-Dimensional Sonata Form: Form and Cycle in Single-Movement Instrumental
works by Liszt, Strauss, Schoenberg, and Zemlinsky. Leuven: Leuven University
Press, 2009
______. ‘Form, Narrative and Intertextuality in Wagner’s Overture to Der fliegende
Holländer.’ Music Analysis Vol. 32/1 (2013): 46-79
______. ‘In Search of Romantic Form’. Music Analysis Vol. 32/3 (2013): 404-431
Whittall, Arnold. ‘The later symphonies’. In The Cambridge Companion to Sibelius, ed.
Daniel M. Grimley, 49-65. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2004
Wingfield, Paul. ‘Beyond “Norms and Deformations”: Towards a Theory of Sonata Form as
Reception History’. Music Analysis Vol. 27/1 (2008): 137-177
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Martin Greet: Schenkerian Analysis
This three-lecture course will cover the fundamentals of Schenkerian analysis, using
Beethoven's Fantasy for Piano Op.77 as a focus. We will essentially be exploring whether a
systematic method of analysis such as Schenker's can offer insights into a freely structured
improvisatory work such as Op.77. The first lecture will present Schenker's method in
outline, followed by an overview of the Fantasy, including its relationship to other works
in this genre. We will address the issue of why Schenkerian analysis might seem
inappropriate for a work such as this. The second lecture will examine existing studies of
Op.77, including two prior attempts at tackling the piece via Schenkerian analytical
methods. We will discuss the merits and shortcomings of the existing studies. The final
lecture will present a fresh Schenkerian look at the work. We will conclude by assessing to
what extent Schenkerian analysis has aided our understanding of this enigmatic Fantasy.

Bibliography
Laufer, Edward. "On the Fantasy". Intégral 2 (1988), 99-133. Macdonald, Hugh. "Fantasy
and Order in Beethoven's Phantasie Op.77". In Edward
Olleson (ed). Modern Musical Scholarship. Stocksfield: Oriel Press, 1978, 141-150.
Neumeyer, David and Tepping, Susan. A Guide to Schenkerian Analysis. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1992, 1-5.
Rink, John. "Schenker and Improvisation". Journal of Music Theory 37.1 (Spring 1993), 1-54.
Schulze, Sean. An Ignored Fantasy: An Examination of Beethoven's Fantasy for Piano
Op.77. DMA thesis, University of Arizona, 1999.
Sitton, Michael. "Beethoven's Opus 77 Fantasy: An Improvisational Document?" American
Music Teacher 36.6, 1987, 25-28.
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Alistair Noble: Analysing PostTonal Music
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Natalie Williams: Analysing PostTonal Music
Post-Tonal Analysis 1 - Set class relationships
Webern – Fünf Sätze für Streichquartett (Op. 5, no. 3, 4) 1909
The Music of Anton Webern frames this workshop on pitch-class set theory analysis. Through the
third movement of the Fünf Sätze für Streichquartett, Op.5, we will address segmentation, set-class
analysis, and transpositional and inversional relationships between sets. A familiarity with pitch-class
integer notation and basic set theory would be advantageous for this workshop. This workshop will be
run in a class-style presentation in preparation for set-class analysis in later sessions.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Archibald, Bruce. “Some Thoughts on Symmetry in Early Webern: Op. 5, No. 2.” Perspectives of New
Music 10, No. 2 (1972): 159-63.
Beach, David. “Pitch Structure and the Analytic Process in Atonal Music: An Interpretation of the
Theory of Sets.” Music Theory Spectrum 1 (1979): 7-22.
Clampitt, David. “Ramsey Theory, Unary Transformations, and Webern's Op. 5, No. 4.” Intégrale 13
(1999): 63-93.
Clendinning, Jane Piper & Elizabeth Marvin. The Musician’s Guide to Theory and Analysis, 2nd ed. New
York: Norton, 2011.
Johnson, Peter. “Symmetrical Sets in Webern’s Op. 10, No.4.” Perspectives of New Music 17, No. 1 (1978):
219-29.
Kielian-Gilbert, Marianne. "Meta-Variations" and the Art of Engaging Music.” Perspectives of New Music
43, No. 2 – 44, No.1 (2005-6): 10-37.
Reich, Willi. “Anton Webern: The Man and His Music.” Tempo 14 (1946): 8-10.
Straus, Joseph N. Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory. 4th ed. New York: Norton, 2016.
Teitelbaum, Richard. “Intervallic Relations in Atonal Music.” Journal of Music Theory 9. No. 1 (1965): 72127.
Webern, Anton. Fünf Sätze für Streichquartett. Vienna: Universal, 1922.
Webern, Anton. Five Movements for String Quartet, Op. 5. Juilliard String Quartet. New York: RCA Victor
Red Seal – LSC-2531, 1961. LP.
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Post-Tonal Analysis 2 - Symmetrical forms
Crumb – “Prophecy of Nostradamus” from Makrokosmos Book II (1973)]
This workshop explores the symmetrical form of George Crumb’s Prophecy of Nostradamus from Book II
of the Makrokosmos (1973). Symmetrical relationships of pitch, pitch-class sets, structure and form will
be covered. Participants are invited to complete a short analysis task based on the piece, using a
prepared template. The cohort will then be asked to suggest a formal analytical apparatus which best
represents the symmetrical aspects of this piece. Symbolism, numerology, musical quotation and
performance practice will also be discussed.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Bass, Richard. “Sets, Scales, and Symmetries: The Pitch-Structural Basis of George Crumb's
"Makrokosmos" I and II.” Music Theory Spectrum 13, No. 1 (1991): 1-20.
Cook, Robert C. “Crumb’s Apparition and Emerson’s Compensation.” Music Theory Spectrum 34, No. 2
(2012): 1-25.
Crumb, George. Makrokosmos: Twelve Fantasy-Pieces after the Zodiac for Amplified Piano, Vol I and II. New
York: Peters, 1974.
____________ Makrokosmos I & II. Margaret Leng Tan, piano. New York: Mode Records Mode142,
2005. DVD.
Pearsall, Edward. “Symmetry and Goal-Directed Motion in Music by Béla Bartók and George Crumb.”
Tempo 58, No. 228 (2004a): 32-39.
_____________ “Dialectical Relations among Pitch Structures in the Music of George Crumb.” In
George Crumb and the Alchemy of Sound: Essays on His Music, ed. Stephen Bruns and Ofer Ben-Amots, 5781. Colorado Springs: Colorado College Music Press, 2005.
Roig-Francoli, Miguel. “A Theory of Pitch-Class-Set Extension in Atonal Music.” College Music
Symposium 41 (2001): 57-90.
Steinitz, Richard. “George Crumb.” Musical Times 119, No. 1628 (1978): 844-5, 847.
Straus, Joseph N. Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory. 4th ed. New York: Norton, 2016.
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Post-Tonal Counterpoint 1 - Aleatoric Counterpoint
Lutos awski - Musique funèbre (1974)
Lutos awski - Preludes and Fugue for 13 solo strings (1973)
This post-tonal counterpoint workshop will address the use of aleatoric compositional procedures
applied to contrapuntal technique. The music of Lutos awski will feature in this presentation; the
Musique funèbre for string orchestra (1958) and the Preludes and Fugue for 13 solo strings (1972). The
workshop will address Lutos awski’s approach to contrapuntal technique, the asynchronisation of
parts within the ensemble, the use of row forms and serial canon, polymorphic subjects and the
reinterpretation of Baroque contrapuntal techniques in a contemporary context.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Collins Rice, Hugh. “Lutos awski and the Craft of Writing Nothing.” Tempo 64, No. 253 (2010): 21-29.
Gieraczy ski, Bogdan and Witold Lutos awski. “Witold Lutos awski in Interview.” Tempo 170
(1989): 4-10.
Lutos awski, Witold. Preludes and Fugue for 13 solo strings. London: Chester, 1973.
_______________. Musique funèbre. London: Chester, 1974.
_______________ . “Funeral Music for Strings.” Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Antoni Wit. Katowice: Naxos 8.553202, 1996. Compact Disc.
_______________ . “Preludes and Fugue for 13 solo strings.” Polish National Radio Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Antoni Wit. Katowice: Naxos 8.555270, 2002. Compact Disc.
Paja, Jadwiga. “The Polyphonic Aspect of Lutos awski’s Music.” Acta Musicologica 62, No. 2/3 (1990):
183-91.
Stucky, Steven. Lutos awski and His Music. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981.
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Post-Tonal Counterpoint 2 – Micropolyphony
Ligeti – Lontano (1969)
Ligeti – Lux Aeterna (1968)
Ligeti – Atmospheres (1963)
Micropolyphony is a term coined by György Ligeti to describe his sound-mass contrapuntal process.
“[Micropolyphony] is music that gives the impression that it could stream on continuously, as if it had
no beginning and no end; what we hear is actually a section of something that has eternally begun and
that will continue to sound forever.” (Ligeti, 1978) This lecture will introduce the concepts and
techniques of the micropolyphonic approach, exploring “pitch constellations,” net-structures, canonic
pitch strands, voice-leading innovations and the confluence of vertical and horizontal pitch collections.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Bernard, Jonathan W. “Inaudible Structures, Audible Music: Ligeti’s Problem, and his Solution.” Music
Analysis 6, No. 3 (1987): 207-36.
________________. “Voice Leading as a Spatial Function in the Music of Ligeti.” Music Analysis 13,
No. 2/3 (1994): 227-53.
_________________. “Ligeti’s Restoration of Interval and Its Significance for His Later Works.” Music
Theory Spectrum 21, No. 1 (1999): 1-31.
Clendinning, Jane Piper. “The Pattern-Meccanico Compositions of György Ligeti.” Perspectives of New
Music 31, No. 1 (1993): 192-234.
Hanninen, Dora. “Orientations, Criteria, Segments: A General Theory of Segmentation for Music
Analysis,” Journal of Music Theory 45, No. 2 (2001): 345-433.
Ligeti, György. Atmospheres. Vienna: Universal, 1963.
____________. Atmospheres. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Jonathan Nott. Hamburg:
Teldec Classics 8573-88261-2, 2002. Compact Disc.
____________. Lux Aeterna. Frankfurt: Henry Litolff, 1968.
____________. Lux Aeterna. Chor Des Norddeutschen Rundfunks, Hamburg directed by Helmut
Franz. Witingen: Deutsche Grammophon 2530-392, 1973. LP.
____________ . Lontano für gro es Orchester. Mainz: Schott, 1969.
____________. Lontano für gro es Orchester. Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Jonathan Nott.
Hamburg: Teldec Classics 8573-88261-2, 2002. Compact Disc.
Lochhead, Judy. “Hearing Chaos.” American Music 19, No. 2 (2001): 210-46.
Reiprich, Bruce. “Transformation of Coloration and Density in György Ligeti's Lontano.” Perspectives of
New Music 16, No. 2 (1978): 167-80.
Roig-Francoli, Miguel A. “Harmonic and Formal Processes in Ligeti’s Net-Structure Compositions.”
Music Theory Spectrum 17, No. 2 (1995): 242-67.
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Catherine Falk: Analysis and NonWestern Music
One of the enduring and most fascinating questions asked by ethnomusicologists is “why”
is this particular organization of sound meaningful to this particular group of people at this
particular moment in time”? While this question can be applied to any piece of music
from any time or place, orally transmitted musical traditions offer aspects of analytical
complexity not usually encountered in the analysis of (western) notated traditions. For
example, there is no score or other visual representation; authorship might be communal,
belong to the ancestors or be attributed to a non -human source; a “performance” might
last for many days and nights and never be repeated; the notion of “music” might be
irrelevant; sonic “performance” events might be integrally and immutably bound to
simultaneous meaningful and identity-affirming visual, kinetic, gastronomical,
environmental, spiritual and kinship activities; there might or might not be an
autochthonous theory of music; people might or might not talk about music. Language
about music – if it exists – is implicit in analytical endeavors and is culturally specific. In
this session I will discuss some aspects of language about music in diverse non - western
societies and demonstrate that sonic communication frequently exists on a continuum
between speech utterances and song. We will also look at how transcription of a
performance from an oral tradition by an outsider to that tradition constitutes a form of
analysis. We might try making a graphic transcription of a piece of music from a non –
western tradition so bring a blank piece of paper.

Suggested reading
Tenzer, Michael. 2006. Analytical studies in world music. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1-14.

References cited in lecture
Blacking, John. 1974. How musical is man? University of Washington Press.
Feld, Stephen. 1986. “ Orality and consciousness.” In The oral and the literate in music.
Tokumaru, Y., Yamaguti, Osamu, eds. Tokyo: Academia Music.
Feld, Stephen. 1984. “Communication, music and speech about music.” Yearbook of
Traditional Music 16: 1-18.
Geertz, Clifford. 1983. “Art as a cultural system.” In Clifford Geertz, Local knowledge.
Further Essays In Interpretive Anthropology, 94-120. New York: Basic Books.
Hood, Mantle. 1982. The Ethnomusicologist. New York: McGraw Hill.
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Nettl, Bruno. 1994. The Study of Ethnomusicology: Thirty-one Issues and Concepts.
Urbana: University of Illinois Press.
Rice, Timothy. 2004. Music in Bulgaria. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Seeger, Charles. 1987. “Speech, Music and Speech about Music.” Studies in Musicology
1935-1975.UCLA Press, 16-35.
Seeger, Anthony. 2004. Why Suyá Sing: A Musical Anthropology of an Amazonian
People. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2nd ed.
Stoller, Paul. 1989. The taste of ethnographic things. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press.
Tenzer, Michael and John Roeder, eds. 2011. Analytical and cross cultural studies in world
music. New York: Oxford University Press.
Tenzer, Michael. 2006. Analytical studies in world music. New York: Oxford University
Press.
Zemp, Hugo. 1978. “ ‘Are’are classification of musical types and instruments.”
Ethnomusicology 22 (1): 37-67.
Zemp, Hugo. 1979. "Aspects of 'Are'are musical theory." Ethnomusicology 23(1): 5-48.
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Richard Parncutt: The missing
fundamentals of music theory:
A psychohistorical theory of
major-minor tonality
Richard Parncutt, Centre for Systematic Musicology, University of Graz, Austria
How does western music work? How can we explain the melodic and harmonic structure
of music in major and minor keys? Where do those patterns come from originally? Why
does the major-minor system still dominate western music despite countless efforts to
usurp it?
The superficial naïveté of these questions contrasts with the complexity and diversity of
research. To answer them I believe that we must constantly move back and forth between
humanities and sciences, challenging fundamental assumptions on both sides. We must
distinguish between what contemporary musicians consciously did (history of
theory/ideas in a relativist approach) and what later investigations suggest “actually
happened” (modern psychological or computer-based positivist research) – and consider
both.
A fundamental assumption is that musical knowledge is passed as aurally based cultural
information from one person or generation to the next (“aural tradition”). That includes
every aspect of music as experience, including all pitch-time patterns and their various
contexts - even musical intervals themselves (contra Pythagoras).
Consonance is a multivalent concept that played diverse roles in Western music history. I
will consider a surprising aspect: the frequency of occurrence of individual tones in chant.
On this basis we can (equally surprisingly) explain the origin of the leading tone in later
polyphony. In a psychological approach, consonance in medieval polyphony depended on
harmonicity, smoothness, and familiarity, which determined harmonic vocabulary. I will
consider the possible role of missing fundamentals in musical chords, presenting results of
new hearing experiments. For example, the pitches D and F that are missing fundamentals
in a A-minor triad, which may explain aspects of scale structure in major-minor tonality or
the predominance of falling perfect fifths, falling diatonic thirds, and rising major seconds
between successive chord roots in “common practice”.
In the history of theory, major-minor tonality emerged in the 19th century; but composers
started to create what was later called major-minor tonality in the 16th and 17th centuries.
How can a psychologist approach the Schenker-inspired idea that a passage in a major or
minor key is a prolongation of its tonic triad?

Bibliography
Huron, D. (2001). Tone and voice: A derivation of the rules of voice-leading from
perceptual principles. Music Perception, 19(1), 1-64.
Krumhansl , C. L., & Kessler, E. J. (1982). Tracing the dynamic changes in perceived tonal
organization in a spatial representation of musical keys. Psychological Review, 89,
334– 368.
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Parncutt, R. (1988). Revision of Terhardt’s psychoacoustical model of the root(s) of a
musical chord. Music Perception, 6, 65–94.
Parncutt, R. (2011). The tonic as triad: Key profiles as pitch salience profiles of tonic triads.
Music Perception, 28, 333-365.
Parncutt, R., & Hair, G. (2011). Consonance and dissonance in theory and psychology:
Disentangling dissonant dichotomies. Journal of Interdisciplinary Music Studies, 5
(2), 119-166.
Powers, H. S. (1998). From psalmody to tonality. In C. C. Judd, (Ed.), Tonal structures in
early music (pp. 275–340). New York: Garland.
Rahn , J. (1980). Basic atonal theory. New York: Schirmer.
Randel, D. M. (1971). Emerging triadic tonality in the fifteenth century. Musical Quarterly,
57, 73–86
Terhardt, E. (1974). Pitch, consonance, and harmony. Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, 55(5), 1061-1069.
Tillman, B., Bharucha , J. J., & Bigand, E. (2000). Implicit learning of tonality: A selforganizing approach. Psychological Review, 107, 885–913.
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Elliott Gyger: Analysis and
Composition
Nigel Butterley's Uttering Joyous Leaves for solo piano (1981) is a major work compressed
into just five minutes, and one of its composer's most characteristic statements. This
presentation will explore its motivic, structural and transformational strategies, as well as
tracing its elaboration in Elliott Gyger's 2015 piano concerto From Joyous Leaves.
Please check the course Dropbox for the work’s introductory essay and Gyger’s analysis of
Uttering Joyous Leave.
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Student Micro-Symposium
Teaching Meter in Secondary Music Schools
Andrea Calilhanna
Abstract
My research aims to show that Professor Richard Cohn’s teaching on modern meter
theory can convert into a coherent and practically implementable pedagogical curriculum
with various advantages for secondary school music students. To demonstrate this, I will
provide suggestions for re-modelling the current NSW Music Syllabuses for Years 7-12 to
include meter; offer possibilities for an analytical framework from which to teach and
learn about meter; and propose an outline for a new curriculum model which includes
both spheres of meter and pitch for secondary school music. I will also provide a brief
overview of literature for recent research on both musical structure and musical
psychology; and music education literature which sustains the current New South Wales
music curriculum for Years 7 – 12. The overview will highlight the broadly held assumption
that research into musical structure and musical psychology has no consequence for the
teaching of young students reflected by the absence of a modern understanding of meter
in the NSW music curriculum and associated texts. With a foundation of meter theory
working compatibly with their studies of tonality, high school students should logically be
able to perform, compose, and analyse music with deeper understanding and increased
engagement in their music studies because learning about meter can ‘fill in the missing
gaps’ of current music education in secondary schools.
Biography
Andrea Calilhanna is a graduate research student (Musicology) at the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music. Andrea’s research interests include music curriculum
development; meter in music education; meter theory; and meter theory history. Andrea
organised the student-led Meter Symposium at the Sydney Conservatorium in 2016 and is
currently co-organising Meter Symposium 2 for 2017, a major Sydney Conservatorium
special research event. Andrea is a Research Assistant; Adjudicator (Pianoforte); Studio
teacher of Piano, Saxophone and Theory; Author of CD and music textbook reviews;
Classroom music specialist teacher; and on Council for the Music Teachers’ Association
NSW. Andrea taught meter to a class of undergraduate musicology students at the Sydney
Conservatorium in 2016. She is currently undertaking political training to promote more
music in NSW schools. Andrea recently founded the Facebook group More Music for NSW
Schools.
A Synthesis of Schenkerian and Neo-Riemannian Theories: The First Movement of Paul
Hindemith’s Piano Sonata No. 1 as a Case Study
Yvonne Teo
Abstract
The Schenkerian method has been long recognised as a useful tool to analyse primarily
tonal repertoire whereas Neo-Riemiannian theory is useful in analysing the heavily
chromatic harmony of the nineteenth century. Studies have suggested that the respective
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methods when applied on their own are effective at drawing out some elements of
musical structure. But each method also fails to acknowledge other significant aspects of
the music. The aim of this study is to explore the possibility of a synthesis of the two
methods and to demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of this synthesis to the
analysis of a twentieth-century sonata. Current findings have indicated that graphical
representations such as a hybrid form of the middleground level of Schenkerian analysis
with Neo-Riemannian analysis, line graphs depicting the number of intervallic changes
between pitch collections and tables detailing the amount of movement between each
chord and the basic interval pattern of the music will illustrate and account for the
connection from one chord to the next through common tones and it will account for all
types of chords (not just major and minor triads). To synthesise both Neo-Riemannian
theory and Schenker’s approach and demonstrate this combined use not just for the
purpose of studying musical construction but also by relating it to musical practice would
indicate the effectiveness of the combined approach, and suggest its importance in future
work. This research can have significant implications in the study of music and could
continue to form a bridge between music theory and performance.
Biography
Yvonne Teo is currently pursuing a Master of Music in Musicology in the Melbourne
Conservatorium of Music at the University of Melbourne, Australia. Her research involves
ta synthesis of Schenkerian and Neo-Riemannian methods with Hindemith’s First Piano
Sonata as a case study. She is interested in theory and analysis of music, with particular
focus on Schenkerian, Neo-Riemannian and set theories, application of analysis to
teaching and learning in music education setting and applying analysis to create informed
performance practices.
Yvonne received her BMus in Music (Musicology) with Class 1 Honours and a Graduate
Diploma in Education from the University of Queensland as well as taking an exchange
program for a year at the University of Edinburgh with a major in Musicology. She studied
the piano since the age of 4 with numerous teachers and has her Diploma in Piano
Performance from the Associated Board of the Royal School of Music (ABRSM). Yvonne is
an active educator where she currently tutors at one of the residential colleges in the
University and teaches piano as well.
Diatonic Rhythms and Chicago Footwork: An Overview
Jeremy Tatar
Abstract
Footwork, also known as Juke, is a style of dance music originating in Chicago in the late
1980s. It is characterised both by its unusually fast tempi – 160 bpm and above – and by
its preoccupation with tripleted rhythmic values, a very rare occurrence when compared
with most other Electronic Dance Music (EDM) styles. The frenzied sound of Footwork, as
well as much of its auditory appeal, stems from its high degree of metric dissonance, as
subdivisions of two rub against those of three, fours against sixes, and so on. Footwork is
however yet to attract any substantial scholarly attention, and in spite of these richly
challenging rhythmic properties it remains neglected in discussions of meter in the sphere
of popular music. Using a selection of tracks from the last 10 years, this presentation will
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therefore explore just one point of entry into Footwork - the presence of "diatonic
rhythms" - to highlight the viability of future study.
Biography
Jeremy Tatar is in his second year of a Master of Music (Musicology) degree at the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music, where he also completed an undergraduate degree in
performance in 2014. Jeremy's main research interests include the music of Poland after
1945 and African-American derived popular music, focusing on the interactions of
memory and identity within these platforms. He is also drawn toward music theory, and
this is his second year attending MMASS. Jeremy is currently a tutor for the
undergraduate Aural Perception course at the Con, and hopes to pursue further graduate
study in North America next year.
Meter in Dvorak’s Slavonic Dance Opus 46 no.1
Elizabeth Younan
Abstract
The opening theme of Dvorak’s Slavonic Dance Opus 46 no. 1 is a highly intriguing one, as
it presents ambiguous and malleable readings of its metric state. By engaging with
Dvorak’s work through the metric framework established by Lerdahl and Jackendoff,
Temperley, and Cohn, it is possible to discuss the techniques employed by Dvorak that
allowed him to not only create a metrically malleable theme, but the ways in which he
manipulated this malleability to create an engaging metric trajectory throughout the
work. Through considering Dvorak’s work through Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s ‘Metrical
Preference Rules’ among other methodologies, Dvorak’s use of the material of the first
theme primes the listeners for a rehearing of the theme in a different way. Ultimately,
Dvorak has employed compositional devices that enable him to explore the diverse
possibilities of metric ambiguity available which allows for an illuminating rehearing of the
theme at its return, creating highly stimulating metric relationships that is intimately
bound with the compositional trajectory of the main theme.
Biography
Elizabeth Younan (b. 1994) is currently completing a Masters by Research degree in
composition at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music under the tutelage of Carl Vine AO,
with the assistance of the prestigious Australian Postgraduate Award. Most recently
Elizabeth was awarded the Fine Music 102.5 Young Composer Award for 2016 for her first
orchestral work, 'Clarinet Concerto.' As one of four participants of the Con’s inaugural
National Women Composers’ Development Program, Elizabeth has had the opportunity to
compose for renowned musicians Georg Pedersen, Claire Edwardes, the Goldner String
Quartet, the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra, and Sydney Philharmonia Choirs.
Aux Cypres de la Villa D'Este I
Gabriella Vici
Abstract
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My analysis is of 'Aux Cypres de la Villa D'Este I', from Liszt's 'Annees de Pelerinage' Book
III - a piece which has hitherto received no in-depth analytical attention. I have discussed
how this work is an example of Liszt's experimental idiom, how it straddles the divide
between tonal innovation and tradition, and the role that the central conflict between G
and D major has to play in this. In exploring this, I've particularly focussed on Liszt's use of
the augmented triad, and Weitzmann and hexatonic regions, how they operate in the
piece, and the level to which they interact with conventional harmonic structures. Thus,
this analysis is largely grounded in Richard Cohn's work (particularly, 'Audacious
Euphony'), and is framed by Allen Forte's definition of Liszt's experimental idiom, as
discussed in his 1987 article on the matter.
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